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MEET & STRENGTHEN EUROPEAN 
INDUSTRIAL INNOVATION

A competitive and high-performing 

industry is essential to foster smart growth 

and jobs in Europe and to tackle societal 

challenges. The way forward is to create 

a future industry that is based on cross-

sectoral innovation partnerships, the 

transformative power of digitalisation and 

new enabling industrial technologies.

Industrial Technologies 2016 – Creating a Smart 

Europe is the conference that brings together 

research, industry, education, finance and 

policy from manufacturing and process industry 
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and technology domains from all over Europe to 

identify priorities that are crucial to strengthen 

the European industrial innovation ecosystem.

THE CONFERENCE PROGRAMME
The conference offers a wide variety of plenary 

and interactive sessions.

 » Inspiring keynotes

 » Lectures & workshops

 » Innovation Talks

 » Case studies and pitches 

 » Industry Challenges

 » Eye-opening site visits

 » Matchmaking for funding

 » Industrial Technology Café



1. INSPIRING KEY NOTES
Get inspired by keynotes on how industrial 

innovation can contribute to economic growth, 

creation of jobs, and to addressing grand 

societal challenges through the uptake of new 

technologies, cross-sectoral collaboration and 

integrated value chains.

 

2. INTERACTION TO IDENTIFY  
PRIORITIES FOR THE POLICY AGENDA
Join the discussion to identify the science and 

technology topics that are crucial to the further 

strengthening of the European industry, 

with specific attention to the manufacturing 

technologies and digitalisation of the industry. 

3. NETWORKING TO BUILD A STRONG  
EUROPEAN ECOSYSTEM
Meet European players in research, industry, 

finance and policy from different industrial 

sectors and technology domains and 

extend your international, interdisciplinary, 

intersectorial network to exchange knowledge 

and speed up innovation.

TOP REASONS 
WHY YOU SHOULD  
ATTEND

ORGANISERS The international conference Industrial Technologies 2016 – Creating a Smart Europe is organised  

as an associated event of the Dutch Presidency of the Council of the European Union. The conference is organised 

by key representatives from the Dutch industrial innovation ecosystem: Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO), 

Ministry of Economic Affairs / Manufacturing Industries – FME / The high tech industry and related research 

– Topsector HTSM and TNO / Digitalisation of the industry – The Dutch Smart Industry Initiative / Process 

industries – ISPT and the Topsectors Energy and Chemicals / Applied Nanotechnologies – NanoNextNL / 

Advanced Materials – M2i

Register now

To register for the conference  

and for more details about the  

programme, visit: 

www.industrialtechnologies2016.eu


